Military trailer plug wiring diagram
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Forums You are currently viewing the site as a guest and some content may not be available to
you. Registration is quick and easy and will give you full access to the site and allow you to ask
questions or make comments and join in on the conversation. If you would like to register then
please Click Here. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
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Matt pepper Start date Feb 2, Matt pepper In Second Gear. I have a crew cab and dont wish to
spend a grand on a fuel zapping roof rack, and im thinking about getting a sankey trailer I had
one in the past, and used a normal towing light board because of the electrics. The questions: is
the nato pin socket the same as a euro towing socket, as ive seen some multi pin european set
ups? Is there an adapter? Does anyone know anyone who could make one? The socket is
different I think. The problem with a Sankey's lights is that the lenses get nicked. However if you
can handle that then sockets come up opn ebay from time to time. More easily the wiring all
goes through a junction plate so the simplest thing is to rewire a standard plug from this point.
There have been several posts on this in the military section. Couple of ways to deal with this. I
have a NATO socket as well on my civvy so I can tow anything which is what you are looking to
do and is best method. What a lot do is cut off the NATO plug which is a shame, better way if
you want a civvy plug is to wire it in to the junction block on the trailer leaving NATO plug on if
you sell it on later. Last edited by a moderator: Oct 1, Has for the lights, i've also got the orginal
miltary socket and connector thats been wired for me by PORNY on here. SimonHobson
Extreme Landy Fan. Brown 5 to E tail and number plate light Black 7 to E tail and number plate
light. Military trailers split the the brake light circuit but tail lights are common. I'll look at
changing it and adding a warning note and cross post elsewhere. Been posting those pinouts
for years and you're first to notice! Redwarf Trekker. Look on For a tailgate you need a
widetrack trailer, the later ones have disc brakes and jockey wheels. This is my first defender in
6 yrs, been driving discos. But ive now come back over to the dark side! I googled the question
and the wealth of information enclosed on forums has been astounding. I will buy that trailer
now. A trully great bit of kit, and good value when you think those silly trailers outside halfords
are not far off that price, with no brakes or a rotating hitch, plus you wont be able to put your
landy spare on it if one of your trailers tyres goes flat on you.. Thanks again. Matt pepper.
Always wanted a Sankey, do a lot of camping , 3 kids and stuff, not enough room in the DC
pickup area. So bid on Sakey from Withams and won a late wide track with disc and drop
tailgate in great nick I will look on ebay! Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. This site uses cookies to
help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Top Bottom. Military Trailer Wiring Diagram â€” People understand that trailer is a vehicle
comprised of very complicated mechanisms. This automobile is designed not only to travel 1
place to another but also to take heavy loads. This guide will be discussing military trailer
wiring diagram. What are the benefits of knowing these understanding? You will be surprised to
know it. First, understanding the diagram of cables for trailer will be useful during
troubleshooting. When issues occur using the trailer, driver might want to learn where the
problem spot is located. It helps immediately in fixing mistakes. Secondly, understanding the
diagram of wires for trailer is great for those who want to try constructing for themselves.
Usually, there are 3 types of diagrams that people can take a look at when aiming to assemble
cables for trailers. It can transfer electricity better compared to the connector is recommended
for higher-level electric in the auto. Here is the diagram for 7-pin connector. This 5-pin trailer
wiring diagram is wonderful for trailer that has big capacity. But, it does not possess as
sophisticated and electric consuming attributes that RV and other expensive trailers might
have. Below is the configuration for 5-pin connector for better comprehension. It is the 4-pin
connector. This sort of connector is perfect for consumer trailers. It ought not be carrying
significant loads through the journey. The fundamental diagram for the connector is very like
aforementioned types. Driver should notice several things related to the diagram, however.
These items will avoid motorist from encountering any electric problem during use. Although
this sounds tedious, it is going to conserve consumer from hassles in the future. There is
another thing related to diagram but is particularly about routing. An approach to wrap it about
the trailer can be quite interesting. Hopefully this article associated with Military Trailer Wiring
Diagram is helping motorist to design their own trailer cables. Military Trailer Wiring Diagram
Gallery. Military Trailer Wiring Diagram â€” Folks comprehend that trailer is a car comprised of
very complicated mechanisms. This car is designed not just to travel 1 place to another but also
to take heavy loads. This guide will be discussing military trailer wiring diagram. What are the

benefits of knowing such understanding? To begin with, knowing the diagram of wires for
trailer will be helpful during troubleshooting. When issues happen with the trailer, motorist
might want to understand where the problem place can be located. It helps immediately in fixing
mistakes. Second, knowing the diagram of wires for trailer is great for people who want to test
building for themselves. Normally, there are three types of diagrams which people can look at
when planning to assemble wires such as trailers. Each cable includes distinct function and
layout so it is essential for motorist to coincide with the requirements before deciding on one. It
can transfer power better so the connector is recommended for higher-level electric in the car.
Here is the diagram for 7-pin connector. This 5-pin trailer wiring diagram is wonderful for trailer
which has big capacity. Below is the configuration for 5-pin connector for better
comprehension. This type of connector is great for customer trailers. It should not be carrying
significant loads during the journey. The simple diagram for this connector is quite like above
types. Driver should notice several things related to the diagram, however. Such things will
protect against driver from encountering any electrical problem during usage. Although this
sounds dull, it is going to save user from hassles in the future. An approach to wrap it about the
trailer can be quite intriguing. Hopefully the post related to Military Trailer Wiring Diagram is
helping motorist to designing their own trailer wires better. Military Trailer Wiring Diagram. This
automobile is designed not only to travel 1 location to another but also to carry heavy loads.
This article will be talking toyota tacomaâ€¦. This vehicle is designed not just to travel 1 place to
another but also to carry heavy loads. This report will be talking 97 dodgeâ€¦. This automobile is
designed not only to travel 1 place to another but also to carry heavy loads. Learning Trailer
Wiring Diagram Better Normally, there are three types of diagrams which people can look at
when planning to assemble wires such as trailers. White Pin to your floor. Brown Pin for
unwanted markers, tail lamps, and running lights. Yellow Pin for abandoned brake light and left
turn markers. Green Pin Yellow Pin for right brake light and right turn mark. Blue Pin for
electrical brakes. Red 12 volt auxiliary power. Purple for backup lighting. White cables for floor
power. Brown cables for working lights, tail lamps, and side markers. Yellow wires for left brake
signal and left turn too. Green cables for proper brake signal and right turn also. Blue wires for
electrical brakes so the automobile can function better. White wires for any power that occurs
on the lighting. Brown cables for almost any running lights, rear lights, and peripheral markers.
Yellow cables for virtually any left brake sign and left signal turn. Green cables for any right
brake signal and right signal twist. Gallery of Military Trailer Wiring Diagram. Trailer Wiring
Diagram 7 Pin Plug. Steel Soldiers now has an offical calendar available, read more about it at:
Steel Soldiers calendar. Sure, ad-blocking software does a great job at blocking ads, but it also
blocks useful features of our website like our supporting vendors. Their ads help keep Steel
Soldiers going. Please consider disabling your ad blockers for the site. Forums Bookmarks New
posts Search forums. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Current
visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Trailer plug wiring
diagram. Thread starter 86M No one seems to make an adapter from the military plug to a civi
plug. And I've been through the training manuals several times and have had no luck with
indentifying the wiring for the trailer plug so I can make an adapter from a old military trailer
harness. Plus I've heard some of you got comm. I've tried the ones from Pep Boys that say they
are for my truck but the harness plugs are toataly different. I even tried a trailer shop and got
the same thing. Am I missing something? I got a nice hitch setup on my truck now, but without
lights it's useless. Super Moderator. Steel Soldiers Supporter. Search for "Trailer Plug Diagram"
and you will find 10 posts. Heres a link to one that should help you figure out the plug wiring.
Last edited by a moderator: Mar 15, JohnFire Member. I bought the one for a '86 Chevy truck
and it wasn't correct. Someone clued me into the CUCV's using the older connectors and I
swapped it at the store for a '83 style connector and it works fine. I still have to undo some
rather ingenious "GI Joe" ad hoc wiring but it plugged right in. LanceRobson Well-known
member. Try the following web pages for M series vehicle, trailer and switch cir
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cuit number info. Then he changed the MA1 pigtail for a surplus pigtail modified to a flat four
trailer light connector. He figures that he won't need blackout lights and he can pull the MA1
with either truck. It also lets him use the CUCV to pull any lunette equipped trailer that hasn't
got electric brakes. By the way, make sure you have the correct voltage lamps in the trailer
lights. Some Ms and similar trailers had 12 volt lamps in them for the old M family of trucks,

some had 24 volt lamps for humdingers. You could wind up with either blown lamps or very dim
lamps. I too had a 86 adpater and ie I'll check those links thanks again. MattM35A New member.
If I have any luck Ill post diagrams and pics Thanks Matt. Boatcarpenter New member. Matt,
Don't know if this place can help you or not. If they can, I'll bet they are pricy. But this link has
some neat stuff my I use. You must log in or register to reply here. We get it, advertisements are
annoying! I've Disabled AdBlock. No Thanks.

